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Scattering theory in external fields slowly decaying in time

By J. Pasztor-Kraus

Institut für theoretische Physik der Universität Zürich, Schönberggasse 9, CH-8001 Zurich,
Switzerland

(7. XI. 1987, revised 20. Vili. 1989)

Abstract. The scattering theory associated with the Dirac equation for a class of time-dependent
external fields is analyzed, to show that the conditions required for second quantization of the
electron-positron field are satisfied; the necessary and sufficient condition for this is that the off-diagonal
parts S+_,S_+ of the one-particle 5-operator are Hilbert-Schmidt. The potentials considered are
solutions of the homogeneous Maxwell equations. They decay slowly in time in such a way that previous
methods do not work.

First, the existence of the wave operators is proven by means of Cook's method and it is shown
that for weak enough potentials the corresponding perturbation series converge. Then the scattering
operator is investigated and it is shown that every term in the perturbation series for S+_, S_ + is
indeed a HS-operator. The HS-convergence of the series cannot be proven by the methods of this work,
but strong indications for this are obtained.

1. Introduction

The initial motivation of this work is to be found in a paper by Scharf
[1], where a nonperturbative approach to quantum electrodynamics is described.
Following the original ideas of Feynman [2], an expression for the S-matrix
element

(<A, sfull</.) (i.i)
is obtained where Sfull means the full S-matrix of QED and both the incoming and
the outgoing states are coherent states of the radiation field:

oo „n
}W2 V -\0=e-îl*P V -[a+(f)]"Q0,

n 0 '

m 0 '

Here a +(g), a+(f) are the creation operators for an incoming respectively outgoing
photon with normalized wave function

g"(x)=(2n)-3'2 f-^L £ e«(k,X){gik,l)e-ik* + g*(k,X)e'kx}
J fa2k /i=i

-rtW+*'-W (1.2)
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with

&0 |k|, e^k, A): transverse polarisation vector,

a, ß e C, Qq-, vacuum state,

J<
2

I
X= 1

<Pk Y, |f(kfa)|2=l: normalisation

and similarly for/"(x).
According to the paper by Scharf, the S-matrix element (1.1) can be written as

the following functional integral over the C-number potential A :

(</>,Sfull^)=e-iW2e-iW2e^fe>

1

C
eiW^A\Çl, §[A + a*f~ + ßg+)£i)[dA] (1.3)

where W0[A] is the free action of the radiation field. S[A] is the scattering operator
in Fock space for a quantized electron-positron field in the fixed C-number
electromagnetic potential A and C is a normalization constant.

Looking at formula (1.3), the problem arises, whether for an external potential
of the form

A=«*f-+ßg+ (1.4)

the S-operator S exists. A necessary and sufficient condition for this is that S+_
and S_+ are Hilbert-Schmidt. Here

S+_=P+SP_, S_+=P_SP+, (1.5)

S is the one particle S-operator (4.1) and P+, P_ denote the projectors corresponding

to the positive and negative part of the spectrum of the free Dirac-Hamiltonian
Hq, respectively.

The potentials 1.4) are solution of the free Maxwell equations. Apart from the
connection with full QED, the question arises whether such external fields allow
second quantization of the electron-positron field. For this to be true, the Hilbert-
Schmidt property of (1.5) are necessary and sufficient.

In the present work we analyze the scattering theory for a class of external
fields like (1.4) to prove the properties necessary for second quantization. These
fields decay slowly in time in such a way that previous methods [3] do not
work.

After some preliminaries we first consider the wave operators and show
existence and convergence of the perturbation series. The scattering operator is
discussed in section 4, in particular the off-diagonal part (1.5) is investigated in
detail. It is shown that every term in the perturbation series is indeed a Hilbert-
Schmidt operator. The Hilbert-Schmidt convergence of the series cannot be proven
by the methods of this work, but we obtain strong indications for this. Some

complicated technical tools are given in the appendices.
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Notation

Some comments on the notation used in the sequel will now be given.

4-vectors: a11 (a0, a), a^b^ a0b0 — a • b.

The y -matrices satisfy: y"yv + y^*1 2g"v.

The a- and /?-matrices: a y°y, ß y0.

d2
We write: tji y^a^, D —j — A.

The Hilbert space: X L2(R2, C4, d3x) is the space of the Dirac four-spinors.
Concerning operators: let V(t, x) denote a (4 x 4)-matrix valued function of

t, x. Then Vit) represents the corresponding operator in X, defined as

iVit)q,)ix) Vit,x)(p(x), cpeX.

\V(t, x)| denotes the norm of the 4 x 4-matrix K(r, x).

\\vif)\\2 {\dix\vit,x)\2y'2.
|| Vit) I is the norm of the operator Vit).

If
(P eX, I (jo ||

œ ess - sup \q>(x)\,

where

|<p(x)| (<p*(x)<p(x)),/2, is the norm of the 4-spinor,

\\q> I {J rf3x(jo*(x)(jo(x)}1/2, is the Zfanorm or q>.

2. Preliminaries

The Dirac equation with time-dependent external field A1*, has the following
form

'•f=tf(0/, (2.1)

where

Hit)=H0 + ey°At,x),

H0=-ia.-\ + mß, (2.2)

X(/,x)=yM„(f,x).
Some known results, concerning existence and uniqueness of the solution of the

Dirac equation (2.1), are not stated for the case of a real valued A*. They can be

found in [4] and [5].
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Under the following conditions for the potential A":

(i) for all fixed t, the functions A\t, x) are continuous and bounded on R3,

(ii) the maps t^>A\t, •) are continuous, for all teU, with respect to the

supremum norm,
(iii) the functions (d/dx^A^it, x) are continuous and bounded on R x R3,

there exists a unique family of unitary operators Uit, s) on X L\ R3, C4, d3x),
defined for all s, t in R, with the following properties:

(a) Uit, s) is jointly strongly continuous in 5 and t (in the norm of X).
(b) U(t, i) /.
(c) £/(,, r) Vit, s)Uis, r).
(d) Uit,s)Yc Y.

(e) id/ds)Uit, s)y iUit, s)His)y, y e Y.

(f) For each fixed y e Y and s, id/dt)Uit, s)y exists, equals —iHii)Uit, s)y and
is strongly continuous in t (in the norm of X).

Here Fis the Sobolev space HliU3, C4, d3x) which is dense in X. Furthermore,
Uit, s) can explicitly be written as

Uit, s) e-"H°Üit, s)eisH°, (2.3)

where Oit, s) is given by the Dyson series

0(t,s)= X i-ie)"
« o

and

dtx dt2 dtnVih) ¦ ¦ ¦ ViQ, (2-4)

Vit) e"H«Vit)e'""o, Vit) y"Ait, x), (2.5)

The integrals in (2.4) are understood in the strong sense (of X) and the Dyson series
is norm converging.

In the following, the external field A11 is assumed to be solution of the

homogeneous Maxwell equations and it fulfills the conditions (i)-(iii). For
convenience we choose the Coulomb gauge, that is A ° 0 and A satisfies:

DA 0, V-A 0. (2.6)

The associated propagator Uit, s) then exists and has all the properties described
above. From U the wave operators are then defined as the following strong limits:

Q ± s-lim Uit, 0) *e - ""o (2.7)
r-> +00

In the next section the existence of these limits will be proved.

3. Wave Operators

The exixtence of the wave operators ii± can be proved by means of Cook's
method. The proof given below follows the one given in [6] for a similar case.
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Let \ji e Y. By Cook's method it is sufficient to find a set D which is dense in
L2(R3, C4, d3x), so that for each ij/ e D

\\Viz)e-iH°z\l/\\dx<oo, (3.1)

and the existence of Q* follows at once. With

|K(0e-"«'*|| < |yV| \\A„(t, 01|2 Ik '"°'«A |U, (3-2)

where Holder's inequality was used, it remains the problem of estimating {[A^it, •) ||2

and \\e~iH°'\l/\\œ.
An estimate for the last quantity can be obtained by the stationary phase

methods, described in [7]. Some results, obtained by these methods, and to be used
in the following, are stated in Appendix I.

In order to obtain an estimate for \\e~iH°'tl/ ||œ, it is sufficient to note that each

component of a solution of the free Dirac equation is also solution of the
Klein-Gordon equation (A.O) (where m is the electron mass).

On the other hand, if the Fourier transform \j/ of \j/ is C°° with compact
support, then q> =e~iH°'\j/ (i.e. each component of 9) is a regular wave packet for
the Klein-Gordon equation (see Appendix I). Theorem Al can hence be applied
and yields:

HlaoHk'^llooM'!-3'2. (3-3)

for some constant d and all \j/, for which the Fourier transform $ is Cx with
compact support.

At this point some further condition concerning the potential A^t, x) is
needed: in the following we assume A^it, x) to be a regular wave packet for the
wave equation (A.O) (see Appendix I)*).

For Ap, satisfying this condition, it can be proved \A^it, • )\\2 ^ C where C is

a constant (see Appendix I).
With (3.2) and (3.3) it follows that condition (3.1) is satisfied for all \j/ e Y,

where \jì e C°° with compact support. Since the set of these i/('s is dense in
L2(R3, C4, d3x), it follows that the wave operators Q* exist.

Representation of the wave operators Q,± by a Dyson series

In this section it will be proved that for weak enough potentials A" the wave
operators Q* can be represented by the following strongly convergent Dyson series:

{1*9 1 -9+ £ (-ie)"
ro ft.

dt)
±00 f -1

dh ••• dtnVit,) ¦ ¦ ¦ Vitn)9, (3.4)

for all 9 for which 9 is C°° with compact support.
This statement will here be proved only for the case of Q~. For {i+ the proof

is completely analogous.

*) The condition "k 0 must not be in the supports of .4^(0, •), An(Q, •)" (see Appendix I) is not
really necessary for the results of this Section (see [6]), but will be needed in Section 4.
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From (2.7) and (2.4) it can be seen that in order to prove equation (3.4), it is

sufficient to show that the series

I e" dt, dt-
C'n-\

• • dt„\
J-co

Vih) ¦ ¦ ¦ V(tn)9\ (3.5)

is convergent.
By Theorem Al

l^wNlinoN^i + kl)-1.
Thus:

\\Vih)Vit2) ¦ ¦ ¦ Vitn)9\\

<è"-1(l + |f1|)-'(l + |f2|)-1...(l+|?n_1|)-1||F0„)<?)||.
From Holder's inequality and Theorem Al it follows that:

\\Vitn)9\\ \\y{tn)e-iHo,"9\\ < 1^-. -Me-'^vU
^C-dil + \t„\)^2

where |K(^-)|2<C was used (see Appendix I). Thus the following estimate is

obtained:

\\Vit,)Vit2) ¦ ¦ ¦ Vitn)9\\

<C-é-,-rf-(l + |/I|)-1---(l + |t_1|)-1(l + |/1,|)-3/2,

which in turn gives for the n-th term of the series (3.5) the estimate:

dt„ || Vih) ¦ ¦ ¦ V(t„)9 II < 2" • C ¦ d ¦ bn~\dt. du f
Thus the following sufficient condition for the validity of equation (3.4) is obtained

be^\.
This means that for weak enough potentials A\t, x) the wave operators Q* can be

represented by the Dyson series (3.4).

4. Scattering Operator

4.1. Perturbative expressions

From the wave operators Q* the S-operator is defined as follows:

S (£2+)*Q-. (4.1)

Starting from the expansion (3.4) for the wave operators £2*, the S-matrix (4.1) can
be represented by the Dyson series:

00 C00 /V, C'n-l
S « 11 + E (-*)" dty dt2--\ dtn V{t{) ¦ ¦ ¦ ?itn),

n= 1 J — oo J —oo J — oo

if the right side makes sense.

(4.2)
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Now, while the results in Section 3 do not imply the unitarity of the S-operator
and the strong convergence of (4.2), they do imply weak convergence of (4.2). Thus,
this representation of the S-operator can be used to estimate the HS-norm of S+ _
and S_ +.

In a first step it will be proved that each term in the Dyson series for S+_
(resp. S_ + is Hilbert-Schmidt. This will be done starting with the expression for
these operators in Fourier space.

Fourier transforms are introduced by:

/(k) (27t)-3 j d3xe-ik*fix) feL2iU3,C\d3x).

Then for the free Dirac Hamiltonian one has:

HJlk) (a • k + mj?)/(k) H0ik)f(k), (4.3)

and for the projectors P+ and P_ :

C/(k) ß ± ^^)fW P± (fc)/(k)> <44)

where

Eik) Jk2 + m2. (4.5)

The free Dirac Hamiltonian and the projectors P± satisfy:

Hoik) Eik)iP+ (k) - P_(k)), (4.6)

and

H0ik)P±ik) P±ik)Hoik) ±Eik)P±ik). (4.7)

For the external field A" one has

Ä(k) \d3k'Â^it, k - k')/(k'), (4.8)

where

Â„(t, k) (2tt) -3 !d3xe -k •

M„(f, x).

Using the fact that A^ is a real valued solution of the wave equation (2.6), A^it, k)
can be written as:

Â(f,k)= X (E(k,A)/(k,A>-'lkl' + E(-k,A)/*(-kfa>'lkl'), (4.9)
x i

where s(k, X) represent the transverse polarization vectors.
As a sequence

x?(f,k)=?M„(/,k)= X Mp(k)<?"lkl', (4.10)
p=±\
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where M+1(k) and M_,(k) are Cœ, (4 x 4)-matrix valued functions of k with
compact support which does not comprise k 0.

With (4.2), the Dyson series for S+ _ assumes the following form:

S+_= X i-ie)nS^A
n= 1

s<:>_ dtA dt2---\ dtnp+ v(tx )¦¦¦ vit„)p_.
J—oo J —oo J —oo

The operator Si")_ is represented in k -space as follows:

(4.11)

SW_/(k) rf3A:'SÏ>_(k,k')/(k'). (4.12)

Using (2.5), (4.3), (4.4) and (4.8), the following expression is obtained:

S?_(k,k')= f du du ••• fa 'dtn \d3kl--d3kn_l

¦etk0"P+ik)y°Mtu^-K)

e-iHo<tl)>leU*0<.*O<2y0j;(t2f k) _ k2)

.rWo(k2)'2...e«,0.,-,)'70^)kj|_ky_(k')r*\
(4.13)

where

k°=+Eik) k'°=-Eik').
Since the dependence of >?(r, k) as a function of r is known (4.10), the

integrations over the time-variables in (4.13) can be carried out explicitly. From
(4.6) and (4.7) it follows that:

e-iH0(k)t_ y p (fc)e-'<"E0O»_ (4.14)

On the other hand

''j -1
dtjeiE'Jy0Mtpk-*>~

X y°Mpik-k')i——
p ± 1 CO +IS

(4.15)
£'-£+p|k-k'|

In the last equation (4.10) was used.

By inserting (4.10) and (4.14) into the expression (4.13) for S(")_(k, k') and

integrating over the time variables t2, ¦. ¦, t„ (using formula (4.15)) the following
results:
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Sï>_ (k, k') - 2niy° X \d% ¦¦¦d3kn_l ôico)P+ (k)
P\- ¦ Pn J

•MPi(k-k,)SA(A:?,k,)
¦ M^i^-kJSxiklkJ ¦ ¦ ¦ M^^iK.z-k,,.^
¦ SKik°„_ k„_ ,)Mp„(k„_ - k')P_(k'), (4.16)

where

kj -Eik') + Pj+,|k, -k,-+ ,| + py+2|k,+, -ky+2| + • • ¦ + p„|k„_, - k'|,

7 1,2,...,«-1, (4.17)

œ -£(k)-£(k')+p,|k-k1| + p2|k1-k2| + --. + pn|k„_1-k'|, (4.18)

and

**•»-.hrt-SS** <4,9>

is the retarded Green's function.
For the last integration (over /,), the relation

dtle~la"l 2nô((o)

was used; ö(-) denotes the Dirac <5-distribution.
Since Mpik) has compact support which does not comprise k 0 two positive

real numbers ô, R can be found such that:

Mpik) 0 for all k with |k| ^ R or \k\ ^ ô (p ± 1).

Thus in the expression (4.16) for S("} (k, k') the region of integration is

bounded by the following conditions:

<5<|k-k,|<.R, Ò <|k,-k2| </î,..., ô <|k„_,-k'| <Ä. (4.20)

On the other hand, since in (4.16) co is argument of the <5-distribution it must be

co=0

Using the explicit expression (4.18) for co and taking into account the conditions
(4.20), the inequality

Eik)+Eik')^nR, (4.21)

is obtained. This means that S("'_ (k, k') has also compact support (as a function of
k, k'). The same is also true for S("}+ (k, k') and it is interesting to note that this is

a consequence of the fact that in both cases, in the expression (4.18) for co, £(k) and

Eik') have the same sign (minus for S("'_ and plus for S("'+).
The norm of the 4 x 4-matrix S("'_ (k, k') for each k and k' is denoted by

|s<:uk,k')|.
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In the next section it will be proved that |S("}_ (k, k')| is bounded uniformly for
all values of k, k' e R3.

4.2. Hilbert-Schmidt property of S("*_

As can be seen from formula (4.16) the main problem in estimating
|S("L(k, k')| arises from the singularities of the functions SRikj, ky).

In fact using the relation

w^^-iw^)'mkJ-''mj))- <4'22)

where P means principle part, it is at once clear that if k? — OjE(itf) 0 the

integrand in (4.16) diverges.
A possible way of handling this problem will now be discussed. We start by

defining:

P 1 ' ¦ • Pn- a> a 1 ' ' ' an - 1. °~y ' ' '

d% ¦ ¦ ¦ d3kn _ ôico + a)Mp ] (k - k,

•S(ri^?,k1)MP2(k1-k2)---Sff„_1(^_1,kn_1)-M<)n(kn_1-k'), (4.23)

where

&^ <7£:(k) - p, |k - k, | py|ky_,~ky|, ; 1,...,«-1, (4.24)

co a'Eik') - oEik) + Pl \k - k, | + • ¦ • + pn |k„ _ - k'|, (4.25)

P (k)v°
S4V>M= ^<> 'JV,l\±-> a' ±l- (4-26)

1 kj — Oj-Eikj) + is J

and a is a real number.
With this definition we have:

S<:>_(k,k') -2;uy0 Y E ^+(k)
P\ Pn o 1 • • • "n - 1

Tfa pn,+i.*>"„-..-¦(k,k';0)P_(k')) (4-27)

and the following recursion formula holds:

•*P! •••/>„¦ o-,o-|---<t„ _i,<r'(k, k a)

d3k„_lTPi ...p„ _„„,„„.. ff„_1(k,k„_,;p„|k„_,-k'|-(T„_,£'(k„_1)

+ a'£(k') + a)Sffn _, (<x'£(k') + p„ |k„ - k'| + a, k„_,)M„„(k„ - - k').

(4.28)

In the following some transformations are introduced. The aim of these

transformations is to bring the denominators in Sa{kj, k,) in the elementary form
(xj + ie). Furthermore, the <5-distribution will be used to carry out one integration.
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The last integral can be written in a (relatively) simpler form by introducing
two substitutions.

With the substitution:

k;_,=k„ ,-k', (4.29)

formula (4.28) becomes

*¦ p\ •¦ ¦ pn,o, o\ ¦ ¦ ¦ an _ |, <r'V*> " > "7

d k„_ [ TPl...Pn.aj<Tl ¦¦¦(,„ _,,(k, k„_ + k ;/ff'j(T(i _x.Pnikn_ k + a)

Jfa ,(k„-, + k')r°
A,<T„_,,p„(k„_1,k')+a + /£'

(4.30)

where for simplicity, after the substitution the prime k^, _, was dropped again. Here
equation (4.26) was used and the following notation:

A',ff„_1.p„(kn_I,k')=(7'£(k')-ff„-,£(k„_1+k') + p„|k„_1|. (4.31)

The second substitution is as follows:

K -1 ka-, „n _ „ Pnir, ê9,„; k')£s, „ (4.32)

where e9 v (sin 9 cos (p, sin S sin 9, cos d), r, dc?, are the new integration
variables, and r is given by

A-,ff_„P„(k„_1,k')=r. (4.33)

By inserting (4.32) into the last equation and solving for ka.^n_uPn, we obtain:

k (rê -v) ir-°'Eik'))2-Eik')2
'''" " "pS' 9'" } " 2(p„(r - a'Eik')) + k • ea,„)

(434)

For the range of variation of the new integration variable r, two different cases must
be considered;

If -o„_ p„ then Eik') s£ p„(r - o'Ek')) < 00. (4.35')

If <T„_,=p„ then -Eik')^p„ir-<r'Eik'))^\k'\. (4.35")

In the second case the following condition concerning the variable S and 9 must be

added:

k'fas,«. ^ -p^r-rj'-EXk')).
Let Da¦„n _, Pn(r, ê9 v; k') denote the Jacobian of the substitution (4.32). Then

8k^,o„^l,P„ir^.<P'k''>
D«, *„ _ „ p„(r, h, * ; k') [*„-. „„ _ „ „„(/, ê9, „ ; k')]2 sin S

dr

(4.36)
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and

Sk.a', <r„ _ i, Pn

Or

(r - a'Ejk'))2 + 2p„(r - a'Ejk'))k' ¦ e^ + Ejk')2
2(p„(r-<7'£(k'))+k'-ês,„)2

(4.37)

By means of the second substitution the integral (4.30) assumes the following form:

TPl...„„,„,„,...„„_„„-H(k,k'; a)

1dr \(®dq>D<,,„H_uPnir,ê9^;k')

¦T (k, k„_ + k'; r + a) ^ -.(k"- ' ^ k )y
Mp (k„_,)"i•••p*-i.».»i-- «»-iv " ' ' r + a + iE P"K

(4.38)

Since the integrand in (4.38) has compact support the integration over r can be

extended to the interval — oo, oo); (we set the integrand equal to 0 for those values
of r that do not satisfy the conditions (4.35)).

Iterating (4.38) one gets:

P 1 • • • Pn< «< "Ì ¦ ¦ ¦ "n - 1. a'\k, K U)

=r dr„ dK-\d9n-\Dn_x drn_2 dK-id9n_2

Bn - 2
¦ • • dr2 \d92 d92 D2

¦ Tfipxp^a,<r1<72(k, k2 + • • • + k„_ i + k ; r2+ • • • + r„_ t)

P(k2+--- + kn„i+k')y0
r2 + r3 + - ¦ • + r„_, + ie

'V.O
M>,M..-f--<k-:+t-;+t>

r„^2 + r„^,+j£
/»....(lt-.+kV

—: M (k„ _,r„ .+/£

MP„-,(k»-2)

(4.39)

where

Dj =Da. + ua.Pj + iirj,êj;kJ+l + ¦ • ¦+kll_I + k'),

k„ -1 KCT¦,„n _liPnir„-i, en_l;k)e„_l,
k/ ^CTy

+ 0/) ^ +1 (r,, êy ; ky+, + • • • + k„ _ i + k')ê, ;

and

êj (sin Sj,- cos 9j, sin 9, sin q>j, cos 9, _/ 2,..., n — 1.

Note that k,- is a function of r}, êf, rJ+i, êJ+l;. \rn_x,ên_x.
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According to the definition (4.23), we have:

TPlP2<a,ai02ik,K';a)= id%S(a2E(K')-aE(k) + plìlk-kl\+p2\kl-K'\+a)

¦MPìik-kl)-
JfaOO?0 -M„(k,-K'). (4.40)

aEik) - a^ik^ -pt\k -kt\ + ie" "2

In this integral the following substitution can be made:

k, =*:',£,+ K',

where I, (sin #, cos (p,, sin #, sin 9,, cos 9, k\, Si, <j»i are the new integration
variables and fc',2 sin 5, the corresponding Jacobian.

Because of the presence, of a Ò -distribution in (4.40) it is at once possible to carry
out the integration over k\. Setting the argument of the ô -function equal to zero

<72£(K') - oEik) + p, |k - K' - k\ e, \ + p2k\ + a 0

and solving the resulting equation with respect to k\, one gets

k\=- -y (4.41)
2(p2r-K-e,)

where r <r£(k) — ct2£(K') — a and k k — K', and the following conditions must
be satisfied:

for px=p2: p2r>\K\

for px —p2\ — |k| <p2r < |k|, p2r — K-ê, <0.

From the integration over the <5 -distribution, finally the factor:

(4.42)

1

dk7ÌPi\K-k\ -êil + Pik'i)

r2 + K2 — 2p2rK • ê,

2(p2r-K-ê,)2

2(p2r-K- f,)
is obtained.

The above discussion of (4.40) combined with (4.39) leads to the following result:

P 1
• ¦ ¦ Pn- "- <* I ' ' ' "n - 1 -" (k, k'; 0)

drn-x dSn_ld9„_iD„_i ••• dr2 d92 d92

D, d9ld9i sin 9, • k 2
r2 + K2 — 2p2rK ¦ ei

1

2(p2r-K-ê,)2
Pg|(k, + ..- + k„_i+kQy0

Mp,(k-k,- k„_,-k')

crEik) - o-^k, + • • • + k„_ + k') - Pi k - k, k„_, -k'| + ie
MpJk{)

Pa2ik2 + --- + kn^+k')y°
r2-\ + /"„_, + /£

MpAk2)
fg._,(k,_1+k')y0

/•„_, + /£ Mp(K-i),

(4.43)
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where

r crEik) - a2£(k2 + • • • + k„_, + k') - r2 - r3 r„_,, k, s kxex.

ki is just the same as in (4.41) (the prime of k\ has been dropped) and the
conditions (4.42) must be fulfilled.

By means of the substitution

n- 1

XJ= Z ri j 2,...,n-\,
where the inverse transformation is given by

rn - 1 xn - 1 >

rj Xj-xJ+u j 2,...,n-2,
and the Jacobian is equal to 1, the integral in (4.43) assumes the following form:

P 1 • " • Pn< "' "\ " * * "n .„ff.(k,k';0)
/*oo Too

<&„_, dx„_2- •• <&2
J—00 J—00

F(x2,..., x„_,; k, k')
(x2 + te)(x3 + /e) •••(*«_ 1 + te)

The explicit expression for F can be deduced at once from (4.43);

Fix2, ...,*„_ ,;k, k')

(4.44)

I6©„_ ,</(?„ _,/)„_, d$2 d92D2 </£>, d9ìDì

MpAk -k1-.-k^1-ko^(ki+-;;+k"-+kVMP2(k,)
AT. + te

• P„2(k2 + • • • + k„_1 + k')y° • MP3(k2) • • • Pa„_xikn_x +k')y°Mp„(k*-.)>

(4.45)
where

D^sinVrkf2*«2-2^«-^
2(p2r-K-e,)2

Nì=crEik)-aìEikl + --- + kn_l+k')-pl\k-kì- k„_,-k'| (4.47)

(For simplicity the indices p, • • • p„,a, <r, • • • a„_l,ff', of F were dropped). Note
that F has compact support as a function of x2,..., xn _,.

We will now make use of the following result, proved in Appendix II.
Let G e C'(Rm) have compact support. Then the following estimate holds:

ÔGf dm Gjyu---,ym)

y"=i
where c is a constant.

<c Noo+L ^ (4.48)
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The advantage of this estimate is that it contains only first derivatives of G.

Thus, according to (4.44), \Tpi. o", a j ¦ can be estimated as:

^_1)ff.(k,k';0)|<cfa||P •+E
> 2

OF

ox.

Here

(*2.-

sup
k, k' e m3

.,*„_,) e I

\F(x2, ...,*„_ ,;k,k')|

(4.49)

(4.50)

and similarly for

With this result and (4.27) we are now able to prove the uniform boundedness of
|S("}_(k, k')| in k, k'. This can simply be done by showing that:

OF
<oo, y 2,...,«-1. (4.51)< oo,

dx,

which we are now going to prove.
Taking (4.21) into account, it is at once clear that F has compact support as a

function of x2,.. ,x„_uk,k'. Thus, it suffices to show that F and dF/dxj
ij 2,..., n — 1) are continuous with respect to these variables. Then (4.51) holds.

Looking at the expression (4.45) for F, we see that concerning continuity, the

only difficulties could arise from the factors Dj ij 2,..., n — 1), Dx and 1/JV,,
when the denominators in the corresponding expressions (4.36), (4.46) (4.47)
become 0. But in fact, it can be shown that all these factors are bounded. In order
to see this, further detailed considerations are required.

The denominator JV, has the form

<7£(k)-ff,£(K')-p,|k-K'|
with

K' k, H + k„ _ + k'.

Since

(5<|k-K'|<Ä, 5<|k,|<Ä 0 1,...,«-I)
and

|k| ^ nR, |K'| ^ in + i)R (cf. (4.21))

it is easy to see that (for all a, ax, px)\\INx\ is bounded.
The denominator in the expression for Dj ij 2,.. n — 1) (cf. (4.36)) is the

same as the one in the expression for kj (cf. (4.34)). If we write

fjir,ê9t<p;k')
1 gjirJs, „;k')

and take into account that

ô ^kj^R
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we get

ì inf |./,|<rW sup \fj\.
R r, 9, <p, k \gj\ 0 r, 9,<p,k-

J

Since sup \f\ < oo, we see that l/|g/| is bounded and so is \D}\.
In the same way it can be seen that \DX | is bounded. Thus, the proof of the

uniform boundedness of \S("A (k, k') | is completed. With

||S<?_ ||2hs tr [d3k d3k'[S%Aik, k')]*[S™_ (k, k')],

where tr denotes the trace in C4, and since S("}_ (k, k') has compact support in k, k',
we finally conclude that S("'_ is Hilbert-Schmidt. The same holds for S("}+ because

S("}+ (k, k') has also compact support in k, k'.
For S("}+ (k, k') and S("'_ (k, k') the argument of the compact support does not

work anymore. But from the above considerations it follows that (for n # 1)

S(;>+(k, k'), S(fa(k, k') are locally bounded.

4.3. Hilbert-Schmidt property for operators S+_,S_ +

The method described in the foregoing section to estimate HS^Ihs* could
now be used to prove that the operator S+_ (respectively S_ + is Hilbert-
Schmidt. This would require control of the «-dependence of the right side in (4.49),
in order to show that the series

OO

I ||S<?-||hs (4-52)
n= 1

which is an estimate of ||S+_ |HS, is convergent. With the present method this is

rather a complicated task, which includes estimating the area of the (3(n — 1) — 1)-
dimensional surface defined by equation co=0 (cf. (4.16), (4.18)) and similar
problems. Furthermore, in the end, the obtained «-dependence could prove to be

too bad to grant the convergence of (4.52). This is because the estimate (4.49) of
each single term, in expression (4.27) for S(">_ (k, k'), neglects the sign of
Tpx ¦¦¦p„,n, ax •••<T„_,,o-'(k, k';0) and thus ruins the estimate for \\S^_ ||HS. We will
show in an example below that cancellations are indeed very important in our
problem.

However, these difficulties arise only for such terms

* px ••¦ p„,a, ax ¦¦¦«„ _1,<r'V't, K U)

in the sum (4.27), for which the number of denominators (in SaikJ, k,)) that may
simultaneously become zero is of order n

Let us now consider an «-fold «-integral as in equation (4.13)

-f dt. du
¦ -1

^'(«i'i + a2'2 + •-• + «„'„). (4.53)
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Since the domain of integration is a simplex, we have the simple estimate:

\t'-t\|/n|<L-rJ (4-54)
«!

which has a good «-dependence to prove the convergence of 2.™=0I„. On the other
hand, we may carry out the t-integrations as we have done in section 4.1. This
results in a sum of 2" exponentials terms.

eif
±- (4.55)

where / is linear in a,- and t, t'. In this exact expression the «-dependence is

completely hidden. It comes about by cancellations between the terms (4.55) such
that (4.54) holds.

From this example we learn that the «-dependence requires a complementary
method. But because of the simplex structure of the original expression (4.13) there
is strong indication that the «-dependence is all right. Then the sum (4.11) is

Hilbert-Schmidt-convergent and S+_ is Hilbert-Schmidt.
At last it is worth mentioning that there are methods to prove the i/S-property

of S+_ without using the Dyson expansion (see Refs [8], [9]). Hopefully they are
powerful enough to solve completely the problem posed in the present paper.

Appendix I

In this Appendix, first some results obtained with the stationary phase methods
are stated in the form of a theorem. For a proof, see Ref [7].

Then, an unequality used in Section 3, concerning the electromagnetic potential
Ap, will be proved. First we need the following definition:

A solution of the Klein-Gordon equation

9,t=iA-m2)9 (A.0)
is called a regular wave packet, if the Fourier transforms of the initial data

f=9Ì,0) and g 9,i',0) are C°° and have compact support; in addition, if
m 0, k 0 must not be in this support.

Theorem I
1. Let 9 be a regular wave packet for the Klein-Gordon equation iA.O) for

m / 0. Then, there is a constant d such that:

\<p(x, t)\ < di 1 + \t\) ~3'2 for all values of x, t.

2. Let 9 be a regular wave packet for the wave equation iA.O) with m 0. Then

\cpix, t)\ ^ bi 1 + \t\) ~ ' for all values of x, t

and some constant b.
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We will now prove that if the potential A11 is a regular wave packet for the wave

equation (2.6), there is a constant C such that:

M„G, O lb ^ C, f Vit, ¦) \\2 < C for all t e R. (A.1)

Here

Vit, •) yYA.it, ¦) isee (2.5)).

Proof. According to (2.6) A0 0. Since A is a real valued solution of the wave
equation (2.6), the Fourier transform kit, k) can be written as:

Ait, k) £ {8(k, A)/(k, X)e "'I"!' + £( -k, X)f*i -k, X)e<M'}
x 1

cf. (4.9)) where /(k, X) has compact support as a function of k (cf. definition of
regular wave packet).

Thus:

\\Mt, ¦) \\2 (27t)3/2|i,(/, •) ||2 < 2(2:t)3/2 £ | fd3k\fik, A)|2J1/2 (A.2)

where |e(k, X)\ 1 was used, / 1, 2, 3.

Since/(k, k) has compact support, the last expression on the right side of (A.2)
is finite. Thus (A.l) follows.

Appendix II

In this appendix the inequality (4.48) will be proved. We begin by proving the

following result: For G e C'(Rm) with compact support, we define ImL[G] as:

L,l[G] -'J> dy2
L Gjyx,...,ym)

dym

-L yr ¦¦¦¦y»,
Then the following holds:

Im,L[G]=Rm,L[G]+HmyL[G]

where

(A.3)

(A.4)

Rm, AG] (log L)m X GiaxL, a2L,..., amL)
ox ¦ ¦ "m

m

Hm<L[G]\^CmiL) X
y=i

8G

dyj

and

(A.5)

(A.6)

0>=±1 ij=\,...,m).
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Proof. The above result will be proved by means of mathematical induction.
For m 1:

Kl P P dyx^ log \yi\Giyx)\L-L - P log \yi\^dyx.

Thus for m 1, (A.4)-(A.6) are fulfilled.

Now suppose that for m e N, (A.4)-(A.6) are satisfied. Then one may write

*m+\,L aS'

An+ l,i — 2j °
7=1 0 A

</>>, • • dyj- dyj+\ ¦¦¦ dym+ 1

Gjyx, ¦¦¦,yj-\,X,yj+x,...,ym+x)- Gjyx,..., y}_,, - k, yJ+x,. ym+x)

y\-----yJ-\yi7+1 ¦ym+\

7=1 JO

L 1

dk - {/m, x[Gi yx ,-..,yJ-1,k,yJ,..., yJ]

- Im,x[Giyx,...,ys-1, -k,y3 ym)]}.

Since for m, (A.4)-(A.6) are fulfilled one has:

im+x,L= E dk-\i\ogk)m X «v*»
7=1 JO Â I "y"m
¦ [G(axk,... ,Oj_xk, k, (Tjk,. amk)

— Giaxk,..., cTj_xk, —k, ctjk,..., amk)]

+ Hm,AGiyx,-..,yj-X, k, yp ym)]

-Hm,x[Giyx,...,yj-x, -k,yj,.. .,ym)]\

Integrating by parts the contributions of Rm k we get:

/m + i,i (logA)m + 1 £ °\--om + \Gioxk,...,om + lk)\i
V 1 ' • ' "m + 1

+

dki\ogk)m+l— £ er, -¦¦am+lG(axk, ...,am+x k)
aK »"I •••"m+l

*£ 1 m + 1

<ûtI {^m.a[G(ji,¦•-¦.yj-\,kyp---,ym)]
/. ;=i

^m,A[G(>'i,.. .,yj-i, -k,yj,.. .,ym)]}.

Since

lim (log k)
A-.0

m+1 E <T,-(Xm + 1G((T1A,...,(Tm+1A)=0
a 1 ' ' ' "m + 1
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and Hm i can be estimated according to (A.6), we have that:

Im + l,dG]=Rm + x,L[G]+Hm+UL[G]

where

\Hm + i,L[G]\^<2 \\ogk\m + 1dk + 2m
1

dkjCmik)\ E
m+ 1 ÔG

dyj

Thus an iteration formula for CmiL) is obtained:

Cm + xiL)=2m+l j \\ogk\m + 1dk + 2m 1dk-Cmik)

with
CL

C,(L)=2 |logA|<tt.

It can easily be seen that CmiL) is finite for all m eN. The proof of (A.4)-(A.6) is
thus completed.

From (A.4)-(A.6) it follows that for G e C\R.m) with compact support, there
is an L < oo such that:

dmyGiyx,---,ym)
w y\---ym

^ cmm E
7=1

SG

ôyj

(since G has compact support, L < oo exists with Rm,L[G] 0).
By means of the relation

—l— p(-)-niôiyj)

we finally obtain that:

dm
Gjyx,...,ym)J

Jk
^HllGIU+E

7= 1

5G

where c is a constant.
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